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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This i s  the second annual report from the Social Services 

Inspectorate(SSI). The purpose of the report i s  (i) to give an 
occount of the activities of SSI over the inspection period of 
August 2001 to July 2002 (iil to report to the Minister on 
findings from inspections and [iii) to inform health boards, 
other bodies involved in the provision of services for 
children and young people and the of the standard 
of care in children's residential centres. The report also 
comments on developmental plans for the lnspectorate 

This i s  the third publication from the lnspectorate 
commenting on inspection findings. The layout reflects the 
order of contents in the National Stondords for Children's 
Residential Centres' and so differs slightly from last year's 
annual report. Next year's annual report will reflect a 
change in the inspection year from August through July to 
January through December. Next year's annual report will 

be based on findings over a 17 month period from August 
2002 to December 2003 and thereoher for a 12 month 
Jonuary to December year. 

Readers seeking a more comprehensive review of findings 
of this years report ore referred to inspection reports, 
available on ww.issi.ie. Nationals standards, guidance 
notes and items other than inspection reports are also 
posted on the website. 



E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y  

This is the second onnual report and the third report of 
findings published by the SSI. It covers the inspection period 
of August 2001 to July 2002 when the inspection of 22 
health board managed children's residential centres brought 

the total of SSI inspections to 57. Health board Registration 
and Inspection Units are responsible for the registration of 
the 74 non-statutory centres across all ten heolth boards, 
ond these are nearing completion. 

A census of children's residential centres in October 2002 
showed on increase of 21. The number of children's 
residential centres i s  now 176, of these 102 were run by 
health boards and the remaining 74 were managed in the 

nun-statutory sector. This increase does not necessarily 
indicate an increase in the total number of children in 
residential care, as the average size of centres i s  decreasing 
ond there has been an increose from 17 to 36 in the number 
of centres coring for one child only. 

Inspection findings for the post year show that the average 
number of children living in a centre was between four and 
five, of the inspected centres 15 of the 22 catered for boys 
and girls, the remaining were single sex units. Just less thon 
one half of children were placed under voluntary 
agreements with their parents, the others were placed under 
different types of care orders. Inspectors were concerned 
that this year's findings showed on increase from 26% to 
42% in the number of children under 12 in inspected 
residential centres. Two of these children were less than five 
years old. Seventeen per cent of children were found to be 
in their current for more than five years, while the 
remaining children were almost equally divided as being in 
the placement less thon a year and between one and five 
years. Nearly three quarters of children interviewed during 
the inspection had at least one previous placement. 

While the range of accommodation available has 
increased, the majority of centres are still community-based 
children's residential centres. Speciol care places, coming on 
stream in the latter port of 2002 and eorly 2003, were still 
scarce during this inspection period. This moy in part 
explain this year's increase in the number of special 
arrangements and centres for one child. Long planned 
specialist regional high support units, in the North Eastern 
Health Board (NEHB) and the Northern Area Health Board 
(NAHB) opened in the weeks following the inspection period 
of this report. A regional Special Care Unit in the Mid 
Western Health Board (MWHB) i s  planned to open in the 
first half of 2003. Planning in the overoll area of children's 
residential services needs to improve as inspection evidence 
showed thot over half the statements of purpose of centres 

foiled to reflect who was admitted and what happened in 
the centre. 

Overall management structures and care practices in 
children's residentiol centres continue to improve. Several 
boards have strengthened the management structure of 
residential child care over the past year. Health boords hove 
put in place formal monitoring of their own provision of 
children's residential centres and the impact of this is evident 
in some boards. 

The general picture of standords in residential centres for 
children ond young people i s  improving. Evidence of good 
standords was found in relationships betwe n children and 7 
their carers, primary core, educational atte?dance, heolth 
care, and hobbies and recreotionol activities. Children ond 
young people told inspectors they had worm and caring 
relotionships with staff and were consulted about issues 
affecting them. They had regular contact with their families 
although recommendations were made to improve the 
quality of this contact, especially with brothers and sisters. 
There was evidence of improvements in dealing with 
complaints from children and access to informotion but 
more work i s  required in this area. 

Encouraging evidence thot children's safeguarding practices 
were being taken seriously was found in 19 of the 22 
centres inspected. However, significant gaps were found in 
internal monitoring systems and staff checks. The threat to 
children's well-being from fellow residents was o worry in a 
few centres, where bullying was evident. All of 

these issues should be attended to as a priority 

In general children's residential centres were based in 
domestic houses thot were in o good state of repair and well 
furnished. Two were found to be unsuitable and moved to 

other occommodotion shortly after inspection. Several were 
found to be too small. Inspectors were concerned at the 
number of centres where, prior to inspection, there was no 
fire safety confirmotion and where audits of general safety 
had neither been undertoken or recommendotions 
implemented. 

While the overoll picture is thot standards are improving 
within children's residential services, within this portrait ore 
some children ond young people for whom the residentiol 
provision i s  either not suitable or available and whose needs 
are not met within current services. Orgonisations 
sometimes find themselves struggling to provide oppropriote 
services for a minority of children and young people who 
are extremely troubled, who hove difficult behaviour, who 



blame their corers for being in care, and who put themselves 
at serious risk. Nevertheless, inspectors came across some 

examples of such children being offered a good level of 
service in this current round of inspections. 

Although several boards have worked on strengthening 

management, over half the managers were in acting 
positions: a serious deficit. On the staffing side, inspectors 
found that in 15 out of 22 centres staff were in the centre 
long enough to provide continuity of care. In the remaining 
centres the high turnover of staff and reliance on agency 
staff offered poor continuity and consistency for children. 
Sixty five percent of staff were employed on permanent 
contracts and 28% had a recognised qualification whilst a 
further 43% had another related qualification. Centres with 
access to an external consultant generally had more 

reflective and child centred practices. 

Planning for children was being token more seriously and 
statutory core were found for nearly three quarters of 
children. There was much room for improvement in the 
quality of plans and regularity of review. No formal plans 
were in place to assist half of the young people over 16 
years to prepare for their future. This was a serious deficit 
given the difficulties of this transitional period. 

Inspectors were impressed with the overall warmth and care 
shown by staff in the maiority of centres. However, there was 
little evidence of children and young people being assisted 
directly by their carers in understanding why they were in 
care and in dealing with their feelings. The maiority of 
centres managed difficult behoviour in a skilful and sensitive 
manner. Where this was not the case it led to serious 
disruptions for children and stoff. The ability of managers of 
children's residential centres to access specialist 
psychological services had improved. 

Special Care Units (SCUs) are inspected annually. Last year's 
round confirmed the crucial role of management in these 
centres. A serious deficit found in both these units was the 
lack of provision of adolescent psychiatric services to some 
of the young residents, particularly those in the 16 to 18 
year age group. 

The DoHC has reported an improved rate and speed of 
response to the maiority of inspection recommendotions. The 
Inspectorate assists the DoHC in assessing a board's action 
plan and response to inspection recommendations. 

The SSI acknowledges the improvements achieved by 
boards over the post three years in raising the quality of 
care for children ond young people living in children's 
residential centres. Issues that continue to need urgent 
attention fall into either 1) the availability of appropriate 
care provision 2 )  the stondard of that provision. 

Issues requiring particular attention 

Placement in residential core: Boards should continue to 

review the age, number ond length of placements of 
children living in residentiol care. They should develop 
services that ensure young children are not placed in 
residential care and the number and length of placements 
is kept to a minimum. 

Growth in the number of centres: Where applicable, 
boards should review the increase in residentiol centres, 
statutory and non-statutory, particularly special 
arrangements for one child only, and put in place the 

provisions that reflect the most appropriate core for 
children. 

Planning for children: Boards should ensure all children 
in residentiol care have care plans. 

Management and staffing: Boards should appoint 
managers in permanent posts and have the maximum 

i 
number of staff in permanent positions. ?off should be 
appropriately vetted prior to taking up positions and have 
induction training and ongoing supervision 

Safety: Boards should ensure accommodation meets all 
safev standards, including fire safety regulation. Boards 
should put in place anti-bullying measures amongst 
children and young people as one method of their child 
protection. 

Care and management of troubled children: Troubled 
children need ongoing suitable core arrangements. 
Boards should plan for a range of appropriate 
placements, paying particular attention to the reasons for 
care admissions, the impoct of disruptions, ond the 
accessibility of specialist psychological and support 
services in the first placement. Helping staff teams 

undertake reflective practice and putting in place 
resources to support a child's placement during a crisis 
period benefits troubled children. 
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1.3.2 Foster Core Stondords 

The Foster Core Stondords Group was estclblished by the 
DoHC in September 2001 and met on ten occasions to July 

2002 when it distributed Draft Standards on Foster Care to 
a wide range of organisotions for consultation, The draft 
standards hove been completed on the basis of responses 
received ond will be published as soon as this process is 
complete. 

1.33 Standords for Children's Residential Centres 
for children with a disability 

The DoHC, in partnership with the National Disability 
Authority [NDA), will establish a group to review the 
Notional Stondords for Children's Residential Centres. This 
group will determine whether these standards cover oll the 
necessary and appropriate oreas for children with disability 
living in iesidential centres. Additionally, the inspection 
process for this area will hove to consider how the standards 
ore to be applied to centres offering respite core and to 
those centres for adults where, from time to time, o child i s  
placed. 

1.4 Monitoring the implementation of Children First 

New Nationol Guidelines for the Protection and Welfare of 
Children, entitled Children First, were launched on 21st 
September 1999. The government approved the guidelines 
and decided that oll health boards, government departments 
and organisations providing services for children should 
opply them consistently. The SSI was asked to monitor the 
implementation of the guidelines and an inspector was 

assigned to report on its progress. The monitoring exercise 
took place over o two year period. An interim report was 
issued in October 2001 ond a finol report in January 2003. 

In the preporation of the final report the inspector held 
meetings with representatives of the health boords, the 

Health Board Executive Agency (HeBE), the DoHC, the 
Nationol Implementation Advisory Group and Children First 

Implementation Officers. Additionally, information was 
drown from o questionnoire distributed in 2001. The report 

i s  based on the informotion through meetings, 
questionnaires and the reports of the DoHC and the Health 
Boards Executive(HeBE) team. 

The final report outlines progress in the implementation of 
Children First. It focuses on the octivities of the ten regional 
health boords as the agencies with primory responsibiliv for 
child protection and deols mainly with the situotion as it 
obtained up until the end of 2001. Notionol developments 
during 2002 ore olso considered. The report comments on 
the guidelines and on the process of implementing them. 
The findings of the monitoring process ore discussed and 
key learning points ore identified. The report provides an 

outline of progress in implementing Children First in each of 
the ten health boords. 

The report concludes thot the national strategy for the 
implementation of Children First was a success and could 

serve as a model for similar p l i c y  initiatives. A point for 
consideration was that, in its initial stages, the strategy could 
hove been better co-ordinoted. Confusion in relotion to 
ospects of the guidelines and problems with staff recruitment 
ond retention impeded implementation. At the time of the 
publication of the monitoring report o number of issues 
remained outstanding ond the report recommends thot o 
mechanism be put in place to ensure o notional response to 
outstanding issues. HeBe has assured the lnspectorote that a 
plan is in place to undertoke this task. 

1.5 Conferences, guest lectures and working groups 

As part of the wider role of SSI, inspectors hove contributed 
to a range of forums dedicoted to the over~ll~development 
of child core services. Activities included , lecturing to 
undergraduate and postgraduate courses ir( universities, 
regional institutes and colleges and contributing to on 
internotionol forum on residentiol child care in Hollond. The 
lnspectorate co-orgonised the 'Whot Works Best with 
Troubled Children' conference with the DoHC and the health 
boards in September 2002. The lnspectorate olso presented 
papers at o wide variety of conferences and meetings of 
notional associations. SSI has been a member of the Expert 
Group on Child Care, which reported in August 2002 and 
the Notional Child Core Information Group, which 
concluded in October 2002. SSI is a member both of the 
NDA standards and monitoring development groups ond 
has met with key personnel in the areo of disability from 
health board and non-stotutory bodies. 

1.6 Practice guidance and advice 

SSI developed practice guidance on Leaving Core and After 
Care Support during the year There has been positive 
feedback regarding practice guidance ond SSI is requested 
to develop this on o regular basis. The lnspectorote has olso 
responded to requests for advice and feedback on plans 
and policy documents for residential and allied services for 
children, Inspectors hove contributed to in-service or 
induction troining in five health boords over the past year. 
Where possible the lnspectorote i s  to respond to 
requests of this type, provided these octivitier do not detract 
from the inspection schedule. 

1.7 publicotion of reports 

In pursuit of its goals of openness and accountability to the 
public and the users of childreni services, SSI published oll 
inspection reports in this latest round. Reports ore published 



on its website wwwissiie and hord copies are available on 

request. The publication of reports on the website facilitates 
access to inspection findings For the public, service 
users, service providers, students, academics and 
researchers. Managers of children's residentiol centres ore 
odvised to discuss the findings and implications of inspection 
reports with parents or family members of the children living 

in the centre and to offer them a hord copy. Although the 
lnspectorote sends children and young people a brief 
account of the report's main findings and recommendations 
reloting to them, monogers are odvised to discuss inspection 
findings with children and young people os appropriate. 
The lnspectorote writes reports in such a manner thot the 
confidentiality of children and young people i s  respected. 
Managers ore requested to review the report for any 
unintentional breach of confidentiality when doing a foctuol 
accurocy check. The lnspectorate continues to receive 

positive feedback from many quarters regarding its practice 
of publication of reports. 

As outlined in the Annual Report 2001, the address of 

centres is no longer published. We asked that all boards 
give their centres a name in order to identify them without 
revealing their location. Although the moiority of centres 
inspected hod o name in many cases this still disclosed the 

location. In these instances they ore referred to as a 
children's residential centre in a named community care 

area. The lnspectorote is concerned thot porents, sociol 
workers or others interested in a specific inspection report 
may not locate it cosily as there may be more than one 
centre in o given community care area. Health boards are 
requested, in consultation with the children and young 
people living in the centre, to name centres. One board told 
the inspectors thot the children in two of their centres did not 
want to name their centres as they identified this as 
stigmatising and distinguished their living arrangements as 
different to their peers. Where young people are not happy 
with their centre having a name, the lnspectorate will find 
other ways of cotegorising centres for the purpose of 
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2 .  N u m b e r  a n d  T y p e  o f  
C h i l d r e n ' s  R e s i d e n t i a l  C e n t r e s  

This chapter gives a profile of statutory and non-statutory 

children's residential centres and the types of care provided 
throughout the country. The majority of centres were long 
established, but some were set up in response to a crisis thot 
was not catered for within the board's provision. Some 
centres set up in an emergency were closed when the crisis 
passed. 

Accurate information on children's residential centres is 
essential for inspection and gathering it is a priority of for 

the Inspectorote. Over the past year SSI has established a 
database Boards ore asked to provide information about 

centres in their area, in the statutory ond non-statutory 
sector as they occur ond confirmation of all changes takes 
place every six months. Accurate information i s  essential for 
inspection. The information is available to the DoHC and 
health boords for and operating services. 

2.1 Stotutory and non-statutory children's residential 
centres in each health board area 

Reference: Toble 1 

The number of children's residential centres has increosed in 
the past year. Figures available to the Inspectorate in 
October 2002 show thot there ore now o totol of 176 
centres, 102 in the statutory and 74 in the non-statutory 
sectors. This is total increase of 21 centres in the past year. 
Boards that decreased their provision were the Midland 

Health Board (MHB) the North Western Health Board 
(NWHB) while the Mid West Health Board (MWHB) 
remained unchanged. All other boords increased their 
provision, notably the Southern Health Board (SHB) whose 

non-statutory component went from two to eight centres. The 
Northern Area Health board's (NAHB) figures reflect thot 

they oversee six centres provided by the Crisis Intervention 
Services on o regional basis for the three bogrds in the 
Eastern Region Health Authority (ERHA]. The recently 

1 
established residential services for ~noccom~on~ed  asylum 
seeking minors are not reflected in these figures and they 
add one more children's residentiol centre and at least one 
hostel dedicoted to children under 16 yeors to the total. 

In generol, centres provide for children from their 
geographical area. However, in the case of private 
companies and regional services, children and young 
people may be located in centres outside their home areas. 

Statutory & Non-Statutory Children's Residential Centres 
In Each Heal th  Board Area as a t  24 October 2002 

'There are six regional Crisis intervention Service5 included in the figure, for the NAHB 
**There is one Crisis Intervention Seivire induded in the figurer for the SWAHB 
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accommodation, temporary staff, poor policy development 
and weok care planning and were in place long after the 
originally intended timescale. 

The increase in special arrangements is a matter of real 
concern, especially in view of the disadvantages identified 
in the last report. In the main these are: the isolation of the 

child, the loss of the essential developmental opportunity to 
mix with peers, particularly if the child is not attending 

school outside the centre, and the unnatural balance of one 
child being cared for by 12 to15 adults. Centres that are 
established with the explicit purpose of catering for one child 
need to review the basis on which placement decisions were 
made and ensure that the arrangement is justified by the 

short and long term welfare of the child. 

The lnspectorate noted a trend in private companies 
providing residential centres for individual children. One 
company has decreased its provision fallowing the 
registration process A i l s t  another has opened five such 
centres over the inspection period. A board faces complex 
decisions when confronted with o child or young person for 
whom there appears to be no appropriate service. The 
requirement to protect and provide for the child is frequently 

given as the reason for such a placement. Children often 
remained well beyond the timescales intended by the boards 
at the time they were set up. The lnspectorate recommends 
that all boards review their use of special arrangements in 
the context of their present care provision. 

2.5 Unaccompanied asylum seeking minors 

Children under 18 years who arrive in Ireland without their 
parents or guardians and seeking to stay in this country are 
termed unaccompanied asylum seeking minors. To date the 
maiority of these children and young people have presented 
in the Dublin region. The Eastern Regional Health Authoriv 
(ERHA) and the ECAHB, on behalf of the three boards has 
put in place a principal social workers and a team of social 
workers and project workers to provide necessary services. 

According to figures produced by this team, on 30th 
September 2002 there were 308 unaccompanied osylum 
seeking minors under the age of 17 in the care of the 
ECAHB. Fifty of these children were under 16 years. In the 
post year a children's residential centre was opened and a 

hostel was reserved exclusively for unoccompanied asylum 
seeking children who are less than 16 years. These services 
were provided by the nan-statutory sector. A small number 
of young children were placed in foster care. The remaining 

young people were placed in residential care, su ported 
lodgings and mixed hostels (adults and childrenfwith a 
preference for hostels catering mainly far under 18s or those 

who have recently turned 18. 

The children's residential centre has been inspected by the 
NAHB R&l Unit and, in with the ECAHB, a 
review of accommodation for unaccompanied asylum 
seeking minors is planned. The ECAHB acknowledges that 
the standard of core for this group of young people may not 
meet the National Standards for Children's Residential 

Type o f  Care Provided in Non-Statutory Children's 
i s  Residential Centres as a t  24 October 2002 

E.C.A.H.B. N.A.H.B. S.W.A.H.B. M.W.H.B. N.E.H.B. N.W.H.B. S.E.H.B. S.H.B. W.H.B. 
8 I B  17 7 3 1 9 8 3 

'The 'Other' category induder aftercare and rperialirt centres 
Note: There were no non-statutory centres in the MHB at this time 



Centres ond has stated it to incrementally improve the 

quality of care provided on the basis of need identified by 

the review. 

2.6 Alternative interventions 

SSI has been particularly encouraged to learn of the 

development of alternotive interventions for children at 

serious risk of placement breakdown or requiring a more 

intensive level of intervention. The DoHC has supported such 

developments. One project i s  being piloted by the NAHB 

and the Western Health Boord (WHB) using intensive family 

based advocacy models while a second non-statutory 

service is working with several health boards. Additionally, 

both these services work together and with individual health 

boards in developing programmes of intervention. These 

services state that their aim i s  to offer a rapid, flexible and 

high quality response to children whose placements are at 

risk of breakdown and to children living at home where 

intensive support i s  required. 

The Child Care Interim Data Set2 has shown a small 
increase in the number of children coming into care, a 

reversal of the downward trend evident for the past 

decade. Initiatives thot con support children at home 

who are at risk of coming into care and that help sustain 

a placement in either foster or residential core are 

welcome. 

2 DoHC Analym of ChId Core Inleiam Dab SR 2090 page I7 . SSI 





3 .  I n s p e c t i o n  o f  C h i l d r e n ' s  
R e s i d e n t i a l  C e n t r e s  

This chapter covers the inspection work of the SSI ond the 
health board Registration and Inspection Units (R&l). 

3.1 SSI and heolth board registration and 
inspection units (R&l units) 

The Child Care Act 1991 determined that health boards 
inspect and register non-statutory children's residential 

centres while SSI inspects children's residential centres run 
by health boards. All centres are inspected against national 
stondords, and health boards send their inspection reports 
to the lnspectorate. SSI publishes inspection reports on its 
website, and health boords moke their reports available on 
request. 

New centres hove opened in both the statutory and non- 
statutory sectors in the past year. Whilst the religious 
providers have continued to withdraw from planned service 
provision in a planned way, there has been an increase in 
centres opened by the private sector. The MHB is the only 
orea where all services ore provided by the board, whilst the 
North Western Health Board (NWHB) has responsibility for 

inspecting and registering only one non-statutory centre. 
The R&l unit with responsibility for the ERHA region i s  
located within the NAHB. The NEHB has appointed an 
inspector who also undertakes the monitoring role within the 
board. The MWHB has appointed a second inspector, and 
both this unit and the R&l unit in the WHB monitors 
children's residentiol services in their board's orea. The 
Southern Health Board (SHB) is in the process of appointing 
two inspectors, whilst the NWHB and the SEHB use board 
personnel to inspect and register centres as required. 

Inspectors from the SSI and health boards work towards 
equity of judgement and recommendotions in the inspection 

process. It i s  essential that the standard of care for a child is 
the same, irrespective of the provider Inspectors from SSI 
ond the R&l units meet on a regular basis to highlight issues 
of mutual interest and to review inspection processes and the 
basis of recommendotions 

3.2 Number of non-stotutory children's residential centres 
registered and inspected by health board's R&l units 

Reference: Table 4 

the non-statutory services in its area and i s  in the process of 
registering centres where conditions ore met. Other boords, 
such as the WHB and the MWHB, have inspected centres 
more than once, exceeding the minimum requirement of at 
least once every three years. Still awaiting inspection ond 
registration in October 2002 were established centres in two 
boords and centres that opened in the preceding twelve 
months. Once all operating children's residential centres 
have been inspected, new centres in the non-statutory sector 
should be inspected and conditionally registered prior to 
admitting children. Boards should not place children in new 
centres until they have been registered. (see the Child Care 
Act 1991, Part VI, Section 36.-(l)(b) 

3.3 Number and category of statutory children's ' 
residentiol centres inspected by SSI 

Reference: Tables 5 & 6 

From its establishment in September 1999 until July 2002 
SSI undertook 57 inspections resulting in 54 reports. The 

lnspectorate completed 22 inspections in this last round 
between August 2001 and July 2002 and published 19 
reports. Three of the reports cover children's residentiol 
facilities where there are two centres on one site. Included in 
these figures are a small number of centres, which required 
re-inspection to ensure recommendations hod been 
implemented. Special care units (SCU) ore inspected 
annually. The main findings of this report relate to the 19 
inspection reports of August 2001 to July 2002. 

Health board R&l units have completed the majority of 
inspections of non-statutory children's residentiol centres. 
With a few exceptions the NAHB R&l unit has inspected all 
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Number of Non-Statutory Children's Residential Centres 
lnspected and Registered by Health Boards by October 2002 
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Note: There were no non-statutory centres in the MHB at  this time 

Number of Children's Residential Centres 
lnspected by the SSI between 1999 and July ZOO2 
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Type of Children's Residential Centre Inspected by the SSI 
in Each Health Board Area between August 2001 and July 2002 

Total No. E.C.A.H.B. N.A.H.B. S.W.A.H.B. M.H.B. N.E.H.B. S.E.H.B. S.H.B. 
Inspections 2 5 4 1 1 3 6 
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4 .  5 5 1  F i n d i n g s :  
T h e  C h i l d r e n  a n d  Y o u n g  P e o p l e  

This chapter gives informotion about the children ond young 
people whom SSI inspectors met in the course of inspection. 
It does not include the findings of R&l unit inspections. 
Readers ore odvised to apply to the individual R&l units for 
such details. As SSI is still corrying out its first complete 
round of inspections, it is importont not to moke direct 
comparisons beheen heolth boards or years. While the 
picture remains incomplete it is possible to do no more than 
indicate patterns and trends ocross heolth boards. 

The questions behind the statistics presented in this chapter 
ore not all onswered within this report but indicote areas of 
future research. In the main, these refer to the young age of 
many children and the length of time they and older children 
stoy in residential care, Inspectors were not in a position to 
undertake the research necessary to explain why this wos so 
during the current inspection of stondords of core. 
Anecdotal evidence suggests there i s  o shortage of foster 
core, yet the answer must be more complex given the 
numbers of children living in residential centres who hod ot 
least one foster core placement prior to coming the centre. 
Inspectors ore not confident thot the most appropriote 
plocement is found for all children on admission and hos 
concerns regording the length of time some children stoy in 
o   la cement. 

4.1 The children ond young people: gender ond sire of 
centre 

Reference: Toble 7 

There were ninety-seven children ond young people living in 
the 22 centres inspected by SSI in this latest round. The 
overage number living in o centre was behveen four and 
five. The range was from one to six. Table 7 shows thot of 
the 97 young people, 49 were girls ond A8 were boys. Of 
the 22 centres, four provided for girls, three for boys, and 
the remoining 15 centres hod both. 

4.2 Type of core order on children living in centred 
August 2001 -July 2002 ! 

Reference: Toble 8 

Forty-four per cent of young people were placed in core by 
voluntary agreements with their parents. The heolth boords 
placed the remoining 56% in care under core orders (38%), 
high court orders (1 3%), ond wordship proceedings (5%). 
The type of care order under which o child i s  placed in the 

Total Number of Children in Children's 
30 t m  Residential Centres Inspected by t h e  SSI be tween  

I August  2001 and  J U I ~  2002 

2 5  

E.C.A.H.B. N.A.H.B. S.W.A.H.B. M.H.B. N.E.H.B. S.E.H.B. 5.H.B 

mEE 
NOW   he figurer on this chart are bared on 97 children and young people living in 22 centre3 
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care of the board is reflected in the purpose and function of 
centres inspected. The SWAHB and the SHB both provide 
special core units, which necessitate a high court order or a 
wardship order The SEHB and the NEHB both had young 
people detained on High Court Orders. 

4.3 Age range of children living in centres, Augus~ 

2001 -July 2002 

Reference: Tables 9 & 10 

Inspectors were particularly concerned at the age of 
children and young people in the centres inspected. This 
concern wos raised lost year when a higher percentoge of 
younger children (36%) in residential care was found than 
in the previous year This round of inspections, in which a 
further 22 centres were visited, found that 42% (41) of 

children were between 6 -1 2 years and a further 2% (2) 
were under six years. Fifty-six per cent (54) of young people 
living in inspected centres were between 13-1 8 years. 

The inspectors were troubled to find thot two children, one 

aged 2 and the other 3 years, were placed in two of the 
centres. Neither of these children were part of a sibling 
group in the respective centres. One child had been placed 
in on emergency short-term centre and was there four 
months later when the inspection took place. The other child 
was placed in a centre providing short term care for 
younger children with the purpose of securing foster care 

placements for these children. He had been there for eleven 

E.C.A.H.B. 

months when inspectors met him. Both hod previously been 
in foster care. The length of the placement for children of this 
age is significant. Developmental milestones in attachment 
relationships take place during these tender years ond, 
irrespective of the best attention of core staff, a setting with 
multiple caretakers is an unsuitable environment. 

Some of the 41 children aged six to twelve were part of 
sibling groups. Of the thirteen centres with children in this 

age group, eight had at leosi one sibling group of two 
children where one of the siblings was under 12. However, 
many other children under 12 years and not in sibling 
groups were in these centres as a result of foster core 
breakdown or because no foster placement was available. 
Inspectors were told thot this reflected difficulties 
boards found in recruiting and retoining sufficient foster 
care placements. 

The Inspectorote is aware of boords doing their utmost to 
keep siblings together where there are three or more 
children, and in severol instances creating sibling group 
residential centres. However, being part of a t ~ ~ - ~ h i $  
sibling group in care should not exclude a family placement 
option when the need orises. For many children foster core 
i s  the preferred placement, but once they are placed in 
residential care the impetus to seek a foster plocement 
diminishes. This concern i s  linked to difficulties found by 
inspectors in achieving high standards in care planning and 
core reviews, International research has shown thot the 
longer children remain in a residential placement the less 

likely they are to move to a family plocement. 

Type of Care Order on Children 
in Children's Residential Centres Inspected 

by the SSI between August 2001 and July 2002 

N.A.H.B. S.W.A.H.B. M.H.B. N.E.H.B. S.E.H.B. S.H.B. 

Note: The figurer on this chart are bared on 97 children and young people living in 22 centres. 



Age Range of Children in Children's Residential Centres 
lnspected by the SSI between August ZOO1 and July ZOO2 
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in Children's Residential Centres Inspected by the SSI 
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There i s  much anecdotal evidence of a shortage of foster 

care placements, but in the obsence of regional or national 
lists of children for whom foster core is the first option it is 
difficult to quantify. SSI urges boards to use the publication 
of the National Standards on Foster Care as an opportunity 
to undertake a review of their foster care services. This 
should include an assessment of need, that includes all those 
waiting for a placement, as well as the quality of care 

offered. 

4.4 Length of placement of children living in centres 
August 2001 -July 2002 

Reference: Tables 1 1 & 12 

Forty-one per cent of children have been in their current 
residential care placement for less than one year and 42% 
for between 1-5 years The remainder have been there for 
more than five years. These figures are similar to those 

1 found in the last report. They reflect on inspection schedule 

! that included short-term centres, an assessment centre, and 
centres that provide medium to long term care. 

Information on care placements prior to admission to the 
inspected residential centres showed that 73% of children 
and young people hod at least one previous placement. 
Thirty three per cent had previous foster care placements 
(including 6% in relative placement), 28% had previous 
residential care placements, and 12% hod both residentiol 
and foster care placements. Seventeen per cent had no 
previous care placements. Information was not available to 

inspectors in relation to 10% of the young people. 

Finding 73% of children with previous placements highlights 
the issue of movement in care. It is to be expected that the 
small number of children in special care units would have 
previous care placements. However, further analysis i s  
required to understand how community based residential 
care i s  being used. The high level of moves raises questions 
about the quality of assessments, the availability of 
appropriate placements as a first option, and the resources 
available to support and sustain The fewer the 
moves a young person has in the care system the greater 
their opportunities to experience continuity and stability in 
relotionships, education and peer support. A stable 
placement provides the circumstances for attention to 
emotional and behavioural issues that moy arise due to 
experiences of troumo and separation. In particular, the 
level and availability of support to foster care for the 45% of 
children who came to residential core following a placement 
in foster care must be queried. The Inspectorate is not in a 
position to moke a judgement ot this stage, but inspection of 
foster core may be able to shed more light on why such o 
high proportion of children in residential centres had o prior 
foster docement. 

Fifty nine percent of children and young people were in the 
inspected for aver one year. Further enquiry i s  

needed to establish whether long term stay in residential 
centres results from care plans in which the children and 
young people ore involved or occurs in the absence of such 
consultation. If the latter is the case, boards need to review 
their overall child care strategy. 

Social workers and those responsible for care planning 
should use the opportunity of the care review to see i f  
the residential is the preferred option. Where it is 
not, even if the desired option is not available, this should 

be recorded centrally so that they can estimote unmet need 
and plan services accordingly. 



Length of Placement of Children in Children's Residential Centres 
Inspected by the SSI between August 2001 and July 2002 
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5 .  F i n d i n g s :  T h e  C e n t r e s  

The findings outlined in this chapter relate to both the 

Notional Standards for Children's Residential Centres and 
Standards for Special Care. Issues of particular relevance to 

special care are referred to in chapter 8. 

5.1 Purpose and Function 

Health boords are required to statements of 

purpose and function in relation to children's residentiol 
centres. These statements ought to set out what service i s  
provided, to which group of children and young people and 
in what manner. Statements should be understood by staff 
ond should be accessible to children and young people, 

/ 

their families ond professionals involved in their care, and ! 

should guide proctice in the centre. Few of the statements 
seen by inspectors met the standard. 

Over half the stotements of purpose and function failed to 
reflect practice in the centre or centres to which they 
referred. Centres were commonly described as only 
accepting admissions when in fact children and 

young people had been admitted on on unplanned, 
emergency basis. Some community core areas hod no 
provision for unplanned admissions to residentiol care and 
this i s  clearly unrealistic. These issues need to be oddressed 
through the assessments of needs ond strategic at 

health board level. 

Nearly holf of the centres inspected stated thot they did not 
accept referrals of children under 12 yeors of age. This did 
not match proctice in many instances. Stotements of 

purpose and function ought to be factual rother than 
aspirational. It makes no sense to state that a centre thot 

accommodates children is for odolescents. The ~olicies and 
procedures for such o centre ore unlikely to address the 
needs of younger children. 

Some statements of purpose and function failed to take 
account of the wider system in which the centres operated. 
There is a clear need to integrate foster and residential core 
services and to provide opportunities for children ond young 
people to move between services as their needs and 
circumstances change. Some boards hove appointed 
managers of olternative care services in order to integrate 
and develop both services. This is o welcome development. 

A number of centres with specialised functions hod good 
stotements of purpose ond function. This was the case with 
a special care unit, a high support unit, and an assessment 
and resource centre. Such units tend to hove a clear identity 

that is understood by young people and their 

families. Some other, non-specialised centres also had good 
statements. 

5.2 Management and staffing 

5.2.1 Management 

Good manogement is o key determinant of quality of 

service. Inspectors found that although many centres were 
well managed there was o lack of qualified managers, 
unstable management structures, lack of troining for 
monogers and an overall scarcity of management resources. 
However, there wos evidence thot the maiority of health 

boards supported their managers by making formal 
supervision available to them and by developing 
management structures thot support their work. 

Inspectors met with 18 monagers for the 22 centres 
inspected. Three managers were responsible for two centres 
each and another centre had no dedicoted manager Of the 
18 managers, 13 hod recognised qualifications. Ten of these 

were in child care and three in teaching, mental handicap 
nursing and psychology. The issue of recruiting qualified 
staff was referred to in last yeor's annual report. The recent 

re-grading of child care workers led to onomolies as some 
monagers were being paid less than some staff members. 
The impending report of the 'Joint Committee on Child Core 

Workers (Sociol Care Professionals)' should address issues 
of reporting arrangements, career structure, training and 
education of staff. The Inspectorote hos been told thot pay 
issues for monogers are being oddressed. 

Half of the monagers were in acting positions. This was o 
significant destabilising factor. Only four monagers hod 
management troining. Ten monogers operated without 

benefit of deputies or other members of the team with whom 
to shore manogement responsibilities. 

Management structures varied. Managers reported directly 
to dedicoted heods of residentiol or olternative care 
[residential and foster core) services, to principal social 
workers, child core monagers, managers and 
assistant chief executive officers. Heods of residential or 

alternotive care services were generally in o better position 
to give sustained attention to centres than monogers with 
other responsibilities. However, while structures ore clearly 
important, management proctice is equally so. Some 

centres where monagers did not report to dedicated heads 
of residentiol or olternative care services were nonetheless 
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well managed. Other centres with o more developed 

management structure were not well managed. Fifteen of 
the monogers were receiving regular formal supervision 
from on external line manoger This relationship is o key 
foctor in determining whether a centre is well managed. 
Good communication i s  required. External monagers need 
to be involved, informed and supportive of their monagers, 
but also willing to challenge poor practice. 

5.2.2 Staffing 

The needs of children and young people connot be 

adequately met unless they ore cored for by a group of 
odults who can provide continuity of care. Inspectors found 
that in 15 of the 22 centres inspected such continuity was 
provided. In these centres there was o core group of staff 
thot had been working in the centre for a sufficient length of 
time to enable the children and young people to get to know 
them and rely on their availability However, in the seven 

centres where this did not apply there was o high turnover 
of staff, excessive reliance on agency staff, and simply toq 
many people looking after the children and young people 

5.2.3 Staff qvolificotions and iob stotus 

Reference: Tobles 1 3, 14 & 15 

Twenty eight percent of staff held a recognised qualification 
(35% 2001) ond 43%(48% 2001) held another related 

qualification. 2002 sow an increase from 52% in 2001 to 

65% in staff employed on permanent contracts. 

5.2.4 Staff checks 

Boards hove o responsibility to vet staff before they take up 
employment in centres to ensure, as for as possible, thot 
people who are not suitable to work with children and 
young people ore not employed. According to records seen 
by inspectors, only one centre had completed adequate 
checks on oll staff before employment. Five centres hod 

obtained Gorda cleoronce on all staff before employing 
them. Nine centres employed one or more staff for whom 
there were no records of Gordo checks in the centres. Some 
were staff employed before the requirement for Gardo 
checks was introduced. However those staff ought to hove 
retrospective Garda cleoronce. Seven centres hod stoff 
employed for whom Gardo cleoronce was obtoined only 
after they took up employment. The situotion in relation to 
the other centre wos unclear in relation to Gorda checks. 

A similor situation obtoined in relation to references; there 

were no references on file in relotion to some of the staff in 
o number of centres, and in other centres references hod 
clearly been obtoined only after the people in question had 
taken up duty. 

Hwlth boards sometimes hove to set up a service very 
quickly and obtaining written references and Gorda 
clearance con toke some time. Inspectors were informed of 

Percentage o f  Staff Holding Qualifications in Children's Residential Centres 
Inspected by the  SSI be tween  August ZOO1 and  July 2002 
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situotions where telephone checks were made. In these 
situotions, the person carrying out the checks ought to moke 
a careful written record of the conversation and ask the 
other person to provide written confirmotion at the earliest 

opportunity. 

Some records, especially of staff members appointed to 
permanent posts were stored away from centers. Inspectors 
consider thot all staff records should be kept in one locotion, 
either in the centre where the manager has direct occess to 
them, or in o central office where the monoger can occess 
them easily. The manager should satisfy him or her self thot 
all necessary checks have been carried out before allowing 
a staff member to work with the children. The board's 
monitoring officer should also check these records. 

lnspectors encountered some situotions where different 
heolth board officers were relying on the assumption that 
some one else had taken up Gorda checks. Only when 
osked about these by inspectors did it become apparent thot 
there was no record of them. The situation in relation to 
vetting of staff i s  unsatisfactory and needs urgent attention. / 

5.2.5 Staff induction, supervision, training and support 

The nature and standard of induction troining for stoff 
varied and in mony instances was unsatisfactory. Only three 

centres hod formal programs for staff while five hod a policy 
of induction thot, at the time of inspection, wos not in 
operation. Other centres told new staff to read the policy 
documents and to 'shadow' on experienced stoff member 
for the first few shifts. In a small number of centres, 
inspectors were told of new staff being given little 
introduction to the centre or the children and young people 

but being expected to get on with the iob with little to rely on 
but their own personal resources. 

The situation in relation to formal supervision was more 
positive. In swen centres all of the care staff received 
regular formal supervision, typically ot intervals of between 

three and six weeks. In six centres there was formal 
supervision of staff but either not all staff were receiving it or 
it was not happening on a regular bosis and in a further 
centre it had broken down temporarily. In the remaining 

nine centres there was no formal supervision of staff. All 
core staff should have regular formal supervision. Some 
managers said they were too busy with other work to 
supervise all of their staff team. It is important to ensure thot 
there ore sufficient management resources through the 
appointment of deputies or other senior posts to fulfill this 
vital monogement function. 

In all but two centres, staff hod been involved in some in- 
service troining programmes. There was a marked 
preference for troining in therapeutic crisis intervention 
(TCI). Sixteen centres sent staff on TCI training courses ond 

mony centres tried to ensure that many, if not all, of their 
staff received this troining. In the some number of centres 

staff attended briefings on Children First%nd/or training in 
child protection and this reflects favorably on the work of the 

boords in implementing the new guidelines. There was a 
wide variety of other in-service troining courses including 
stoff supervision, staff development, bereavement of 
children, and staff hondover meetings. lnspectors were 
encouraged to learn thot some boards were carrying out 

troining audits among their residentiol child care staff. 

An importont source of learning and support for staff teams 
is access to o consultant or staff facilitator. lnspectors have 
found thot centres with such access generally provide o 
good level of core. Twelve centres had occess to a staff 
consulfant. Arrangements voried from being able to occess 
a psychologist for up to 20 hours o week to occasionol 
sessions. Ten of the centres inspected hod no occess to o 
consultant or staff facilitator. 

5.2.6 Registers 

Fourteen of the centres hod registers thot met with the 

requirements of the Child Core Regulations, 1995. Four 
centres maintained registers but did not record all of the 

information required. One centre had no register and the 
other three hod iust introduced a register. 

5.2.7 Notification of significont events 

Eleven of the centres inspected notified the boord of 
significant events as required by the Child Care Regulations 
1995. However, it was significont that in seven other centres 
there was evidence of confusion as to what constituted o 
significant event. Sociol workers reported that they were 
routinely informed of events that did not seem significant 
and/or thot they were not informed of events of importance 
to the children and young people with whom they were 

working. In four centres there was no adequate system for 
informing ond notifying social workers of significant events. 

5.3 Monitoring 

Article 17 ( I  of the Child Core Regulations, 1995, requires 
thot o heolth boord arranges for an outhorised person to 
enter and inspect o centre for the purpose of satisfying itself 
thot the requirements of articles 5-1 6 are being complied 

with. As in 2001, this requirement was adhered to in only 
three centres. Lost yeor'r report noted thot steps were being 
taken to recruit monitoring officers. This year the 
Inspectorate i s  aware thot monitoring officers hove either 
been appointed or are being recruited in the moiority of 
boards. 

Health boords have adopted different strategies in deciding 
how to fulfil this function. Some boards hove placed the 
work within the remit of quolity ossuronces or corporote 





5.4.3 Access To lnformotion 

Manogers and stoff acknowledge that young people hove a 
right of occess to information recorded about them; there is 
confusion as to how this right should inform practice. In 
general, staff refer any requests from young people far 
access to their core files to senior management but are 
unsure whot the outcome will be. If staff are confused it 
follows that young people cannot be told of their rights to 
information obout them and inspectors found some 
instances where this was so. While a number of the young 
people said they could read their daily logs they did not 
know of their right to see information on core files. 

Thirteen of the reports found written policies on access to 
information, three of which were at draft stage. However, 
two policies contained misinformation in relation to young 
people's right of access to information under the Freedom of 
lnformotion Act, 1997. The staff in one centre were of the 

belief that the requirements of FOI did not apply to young 
people under the age of 14 years. The policy in another 
centre referred to young people's right of occess to 
information after they had reached 18. Approximately half 
of the reports found that young people had access to their 
daily log, and in some instances there was commendable 
practice in relation to this. In one centre, the young people 
have been involved in writing their log books to which the 
staff add o comment if they wish; in another the young 
pwple added a comment to the staff's entry, while in o third 

centre, the staff wrote the log books in the presence of the 
young people. 

Whilst this area has improved there remains an on-going 
need for policy, practice guidelines, and training regarding 
young people's right of access to information, 

5.5 Planning for children ond young people 

5.5.1 Admissions 

Only 13 of the reports indicate that centres had written 
policies and procedures on admissions, and odmission 
processes that included pre-admission visits by young 
people ond their families. In centres where inspectors found 
good practice young people ond parents were positive 
about the experience of odmission, and were clear about its 
purpose. Typically, the centre had o policy and procedure 
on admission, there was a good range of written ond verbal 
information about the centre available to the parents and 
young people, keyworkers were appointed and introduced 
to the young person before admission, and in some cases 
were making visits to the families before odmission, and 
visits were staged so that the young person could gradually 
become accustomed to the new environment. Most of the 
criteria of this standard were met, even in one centre that 
took emergency placements. 

Three of the centres hod age appropriate information in o 
printed form. The remainder relied on verbal descriptions 
being given to the young person around the time of the 
odmission. Practice in relation to this could be considerably 
improved. Young people have o lot of information to process 
when they first see o centre and meet the staff and residents, 
ond they should be able to read the informotion ogoin and 
ask for clarificotion and reassurance from people they 
already know. 

Children and young people ore more likely to find 
themselves living in o residential centre that meets their 
requirements where there is a clear admissions policy that i s  

adhered to. In 11 reports inspectors found that social 
workers and centre managers reported that odmissions 
were suitable. In others, inspectors found that children had 
been placed due to an emergency breakdown in foster care 
or were transferred from other centres, often os a result of 
behovioural difficulties. One boord's residential service hod 
been drawn into a cycle of transferring young people from 

,a centre in crisis to another within the service. The need to 
,manage the immediate challenges presented by their 
behaviour took precedence over the suitability of the 
placements in terms of the young people's needs. Overall 
there was a minority of planned transfers, for example, from 
special care units to high support or community residential 
centres, Inspectors reported that children were placed in 
centres due to a reported lack of Foster core placements. The 
profes~ionols involved with some of these children said that 
they were no longer seeking o foster care as the 
children had settled in the residential centre. 

In summary, the maiority of centres have policies and 
procedures thot inform o practice of planned admissions 
whereby parents and young people are well informed about 
the centre, parents are involved in the process, and the 

young person's transfer from another core setting is 
sensitively managed. In those centres where proctice i s  poor 

there is a need for policy and procedures, and for the 
involvement of parents in the process. The boards' strategic 

plans for child core will have a significant bearing on 
admissions, and the lack of alternative placements may 
result in children being unable to move from unsuitable 
placements. 

5 5 . 2  Statutory care plans 

Seventy six per cent of young people had care plans. Ten of 
the 19 reports stated thot all children and young people in 
those centres hod care plans. Eleven reports showed 
evidence of consultotion with young people ond parents 
when they were being drawn up. Copies of care plans were 
given to young people and their parents in only two centres. 

The inspectors made recommendations in respect of 11 
centres. The principal recommendation was for the board to 
ensure that core plans were compiled in accordance with the 
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regulations, with particular emphasis on preparing o core 

plon prior to admission unless it was on emergency 
In the remaining ten reports, only 12 out of 52 

young people were found to have core plons within the time 
limits. The other plans were produced between several 

months and three years aher placement, occosionolly it 
seemed prompted by the onnouncement of on inspection. In 
some cases, these delays were due to there being no sociol 
worker allocated to the child for o period. In three centres 
some of the young people did not hove core plons because 
the sociol worker stoted thot large coseloods meant thot 
drawing up o wos not o priority. Whilst acknowledging 
the difficulties in recruitment and retention of sociol workers 

in some areas, boords hove o stotutory obligation to 
develop o care plan and its production hos to be considered 
o priority. 

Inspectors mode several comments obout the quolity of care 
plons. Some core plons were examples of excellent proctice, 
with strong evidence of consultation with children, young 

people and their fomilies. Others showed widence of short 
term planning only, with little suggestion that the overoll 
length and benefit of the placement was reviewed in depth. 
In most there wos insufficient atcention to preporing young 
people for leaving core. 

Overoll, the moin recommendotions regording core 
related to long term obiectives and distinguishing between 
the placement plon ond the core plon. Few young people or 
parents hod o copy of the core The supports to porents 

and young people were ohen stoted, but the supports to the 
centre less frequently. 

In summary, it cannot be emphosised enough thot unless 
core planning ond reviews occur regularly children will 
remain in oher the need for them has been met. 
This is not in the best interests of the young people 
themselves, ond could contribute to unnecessary 
institutionolisotion as well os limiting core options for the 
boords. 

5.5.3 Statutory core reviews 

The percentoge of young people whose core plans were 
regularly reviewed wos 71 . I  3%. Eight reports showed thot 
all reviews were in occordonce with the regulotions for all 
centres' residents. Inspectors mode recommendations in 14 
reports under this stondord. The principal recommendation 
wos for the heolth board to ensure thot core plan reviews 
were corried out in accordance wii'n Child Core [Placement 
of Children in Residential Core) Regulations 1995, Port IV, 
Article 25, with porticulor emphasis on the conduct and 
reguloriky of the reviews. 

There was confusion in many centres obout what constituted 
o review. Inspectors found thot supervising sociol workers 

oversow the stotutory core reviews in compliance with 

the regulations in slightly more than half the reviews, the 

others being orranged by the centre monoger. in some 
instonces, professionals erroneously deemed other types of 
meeting to be o stotutory core plon review: placement 
meetings; case conferences; professionals' meetings; core 
group meetings; and keyworker review meetings. Many of 
these meetings did not include the young person or porents, 
and consultation with children, young people ond their 
families did not always toke place. 

As outlined in the stondord on consultotion, young people 
were prepared for reviews in 12 centres, and their views 
were sought. Not all porents were invited, and not oll invited 
porents attended. Young people were invited to attend oll or 
some of the meeting and in some instonces they chose not to 
attend. Occosionolly, sociol workers or key workers 
represented, by request, the views of porents or young 
people. Practice varied considerably over making the 
decisions of review meetings ovoiloble, Inspectors were 
seriously concerned to learn thot copies of review decisions 

1 
were given to all young people in only 3 centres, ond to all 
porents in 1 centre only. 

In summary, reviews of stotutory care plons ore held for 
neorly two thirds of children and young people. 
Improvements are needed in heolth board systems in the 
regularity of core plan review meetings ond in distinguishing 
them from other meetings thot ore held to odvonce the core 
plan. A further issue i s  the level of porticipotion by young 
people and parents and the information given to them. 

5.5.4 Contact with fomilies 

Seventeen of the 19 reports showed thot contoct between the 
centres and fomilies was facilitated. Procticol support such os 
transport ond flexibility obout the locotion for occess was 
stoted to be available in 15 reports. Efforts were mode to re- 
estoblish links with porents ond members of the extended 
family in only six centres. 

In summory, contact between children ond their porents were 
well provided for in most centres and wos singled out for 

praise in three. The quolity of occess to siblings wos o matter 
of concern and inspectors urged social workers and 
residentiol monogers to review this area. Continuity of contoct 
with brothers ond sisters i s  vitol for lifelong relotionships, and 
con help overcome the deficit of continuity in relotionships 
with staff thot children growing up in residentiol core 

encounter. 

inspectors recommend that decision makers and practitioners 
continually review the type ond quality of relationship 
between residential centres and fomilies and provide the loner 
with more informotion. Where children and young people ore 
not able to return full time to their family homes, considerotion 
should be given to more shored core, with support ond 
supervision provided to the family at home. 



5 .55  Supervision and visiting children and young people: 
the sociol work role 

lnspectors found that 94 of the 97 young people hod an 
allocated sociol worker ot the time of inspection, and 
olthough several children had been allocated one 
immediately prior to the inspection, some had experienced 
long periods without a sociol worker. Several boards have 
experienced serious difficulties in recruitment and keeping 
of sociol workers over the post year. 

Every young person in care should hove a supervising social 
worker to ensure the implementation and monitoring of the 
core plan. The social worker i s  responsible for the overall 
welfare and safety of the young person. Part of that 

responsibility is to see thot the placement does not become 
on end in itself, but i s  a part of a continuum of care enabling 
the young person to develop and move on towards 
adulthood. 

Supervision and visiting took place for all young people in 
12 centres and in many instances was more frequent thon 
required by regulation. Although social workers stoted in 15 
of the 19 reports that they could see young people in private 
when they visited, only twelve centres hod evidence of all 
social workers visiting within the times set out in the 
regulations. A recent standard criterion that social workers 
should reod children's care files was being implemented in 
three of the centres. In general, social workers reparted thot 
the quality of care was good, and that the young people 
were safe in their ~lacements. 

5.5.6 Emotional ond specialist supporl 

This section looks at how well the emotional and 

psychological needs of children and young people are met 
within the centre, and the ease of access to specialist 
assessment and counselling services for children, where this 
is required. lnspectors reported that staff were aware of the 
emotional needs of young people and were worm and 
caring in their attitude. Support to young people in the form 
of individual theropy, and counselling provided by a 
specialist agency was reported by staff to be available in the 
moiority of community based children's residential centres. 

lnspectors found that staff are generally more confident in 
addressing issues thot arise for children where they have on 
opportunity for consultotion with experts in child 
development, bereavement and trauma. This was available 
in 12 centres. It is important thot children have their 
emotional needs met by the people who core for them within 
their doy-to-doy lives, lnspectors noted that in only a 
minority of centres did key workers undertake planned work 
with children to help them make sense of the reason they 
come into core and their memories and feelings. Dedicated 
specialist counselling i s  importont, but should be used as on 

occasional resource rather thon as routine. lnspectors noted 

thot centres without access to staff consultation hod more 
significant problems with staff morale and stoff confidence, 
and hod more challenging behoviour to manage. 

Inspectors were concerned with the difficulties that a special 
care unit had in occessing specialist psychological and 
psychiatric services. See chapter eight. 

The main recommendation in this ore0 was thot stoff should 
have access to external consultation, except in the case of 
special core units where a recommendotion stoted that 
children and young people should be able to occess a 
service for assessment and treatment, and that stoff should 
have occess to consultation and advice. 

5.5.7 Preparation for leaving core, discharge ond ofter 
core 

Preparation for leaving core was of variable quolity Nine of 
p e  19 reports noted planned programmes for preparotion 
for leav~ng care. Where polices were in place, the young 
1 
person's key worker's role was emphasised in the transition 

process. 

In some centres, there was evidence of good practice in 
preparation for leaving care which would hove been 
enhanced had it been included in written polices. The 
young people were given more responsibility for the conduct 
of their own lives, including greater involvement in making 
decisions about budgeting and preparation of food, medico1 
care, social contacts, and educational choices. In some 
cases, where the core involved a return to the fomily 
home, occess was increased and parents were 
given support to adjust to having their child living bock with 
them with more control over his/her own life. The core 
plans included the preparation for leaving core with tasks 
clearly allocated to keyworkers and sociol workers, and 
outlined programmes of discharge and outreoch. 

Three health boards hod appointed an aftercare worker and 
two boards hod developed board-wide policies. lnspectors 
found that only half of the young people oged 16 and over 
were being prepared for leaving care and hod after care 
plans. This is a serious deficit. Young people, staff and sociol 
workers expressed concern at the abrupt departure of young 
people from a residential centre thot has been their home, 

often for many years. lnspectors were also concerned about 
unplanned discharges. Some young people initiated their 
own discharge by leaving the centre, while o mol l  number 
were transferred to hospital or a detention school. 
lnspectors concluded thot there should be o review oher on 
unplanned discharge in order to understand the causes and 
set up post-placement support, lnspectors urge boards to 
promote flexible orrangements that allow for graduated 
deworture from centres. 
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In summary, the development of after care services for 
young people i s  still at an early stage, with the maioriv of 
boards yet to define their policies on after care. Until these 
are in place and resourced, the successful preparation for 
leaving care and after care support cannot be assured. 
Where aftercare workers have been appointed there i s  a 
need for clearer role definition so that the handover from 
centre staff to community-based workers is appropriate. 
Leaving care i s  a major transition stage for young people 
who have suffered adversity How young people experience 
it determines their life for many years to come. They need 
information, support and understanding for a number of 
years on leaving a centre. Boards should have flexible 
programmes that can support this process. 

5.5.8 Children's care records 

Practice in this are0 was generally of a high standard 
although only two of the 19 centres had written policies on 
record keeping. Eighteen reports stated thot records were 
organised and written in appropriate files, ond kept 
privately and securely Inspectors confirmed that they found 
all the necessory documents to fulfil regulatory requirements 
in only four reports. Fifteen reports noted thot files lacked 
birth certificates, or care orders and voluntary agreements, 
or medical cards. In several instances it was difficult to track 
records relating to the statutory care planning requirements, 
partly because of the volume and variety of the information 
produced by the centre, and partly because significant 
documents, such as the care plan and minutes of reviews, 
were missing. 

In summary, in respect of young people's core records 
inspectors found some excellent practice, and evidence of 
well-designed and well-integrated recording systems thot 
worked well for the staff and for the young people. 
Improvement is needed in meeting the regulations and 
keeping relevant documents such as birth certificates, care 
orders, care plans and minutes of reviews. 
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6 .  F i n d i n g s :  C a r e  
o f  Y o u n g  P e o p l e  

6.1 Core of young people 

6.1.1 Individual core in group living 

Practice was of a high standard ond inspection reports 
observed many commendable ospects of the young people's 
core. There were a number of examples of young people 
being cared for in o manner thot took account of individuol 
preferences, wishes and individuality Young people were 
encouraged to moke choices about their 
appearance, to develop individuol interests, talents and 
hobbies, to exercise oge oppropriote independence and to 
enjoy similar opportunities and sociol experiences to those 
of their peers. 

Generally young people spoke positively of their 
relationship with staff, viewed their key workers as 

advocates, and felt cared for both individually and as o 
group. They were generally involved in the doily routines 
such as weekly shopping and helping with household 
chores. There was limited evidence of direct work with the 
children and young people thot identified and addressed 
individual needs, such as anger monogement, sexuolity, 

hygiene, and life story work. Inspectors recommend that 
more of such work take place. 

Where possible the young people hod their own bedrooms 
(or siblings shared), which were personolised and 
decorated to their own taste. While memorabilia and 
precious belongings were kept securely for the young 
people, there were also many examples of family 
photographs, artwork and certificates of achievement 
displayed in the centres. Young people felt thot their privacy 
was respected by staff and in turn staff generally maintained 
o high level of vigilance in order to ensure young people's 
respect for eoch other's privocy. Inspection reports frequently 
commended stoff for their warm, open and respectful 
manner. 

There were some exceptions where improvement in practice 
wos recommended. Three reports stated thot the young 
people should be given greoter opportunities to interoct with 
their friends in the community, and observed the need to 
positively encourage ond focilitote young people's friends to 
visit them in the centres. Children reported objections to 
some boards' requirement that their friends' porents 
undergo a Gordo check before they were allowed hove a 
'sleepover'. Two other centres were advised to consider 
ways in which young people could hove more oge- 
oppropriote independence ond to review ospects of daily 
life in the centre thot weFe institution01 in chorocter. A 

minority of centres were advised to develop consistent 
policies about privocy regarding access to bedrooms, phone 
calls, and children being involved in weekly shopping. 

Finally, lost years annual report, 2001, found thot 13 out of 
23 centres used on order form system or accounts with local 
retailers to pay for clothes, food and household 
This wos felt to stigmatise the young people and limit their 
choice. With the exception of two centres, inspection reports 
t h i s  year found thot this proctice hos ceosed. 

6.1.2 Provision of food and cooking facilities 

1 
The inspected centres provided o nutritious and varied diet 
t hd  occommodoted individuol tastes. Staff and young 
people shared meals, ond on a number of occasions 
inspectors observed meal times as enioyable ond sociol 
occasions. Young people hod easy access to food, could 

prepare snacks for themselves, and were encouraged to 
develop healthy eating habits. Special dietary requirements 
were diligently provided for The provision of good quality 
food is an opportunity to show core ond nurturonce and 
inspectors were glad to see how well this opportunity was 
being used by stoff 

6.1 3 Roce, culture, religion, gender and disobility 

The young people enjoyed the some opportunities 

as their peers and were not subiect to discrimination. There 
was evidence of good proctice in relation to issues of race, 
disability and culture. However, this was often linked to the 
work of individuol staff members rother than a centres ethos. 
Individual stoff tended to hove o greoter awareness of racial 
issues with non-notional children, whilst on occosion 
inspectors hod cause for concern regarding o centre's 
approach to promoting troveller children's culturol identity. 
Inspectors found no evidence of active discriminotion, but 
found staff ot o loss to know how best to reflect positive 
images of traveller culture. Some boards hod o higher 
percentage of traveller children in their care than others but 
hod no progromme to address any of the issues involved. 
Few centres had any policy or for stoff to help 

children cope with their core stotus in school, with friends or 
future employers. Stoff were sensitive to the issue but were 
not proactive in their work. 

Stoff acknowledged family as a source of heritoge and 
identity for young people. Young people and fomilies were 
consulted about their religious preferences and their views 
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were respected. Children and young people, with one 
exception, are facilitated in practicing their religion toking 
into account their age ond wishes and the wishes of their 

porents. 

While in general centres support a living environment thot 
respects diversity, some centres would benefit from guidance 
on anti-discriminatory proctice. This was particularly the 
cose in relation to children from the travelling community 
and to help children explain their care status to their peers 
ond others in their own social life. 

6.1.4 Managing behoviour 

Inspectors were impressed by the efforts staff made to 

respond to young people as individuals when managing 
behaviour, and to use measures thot would encourage 
learning rather than simply impose control. There was 
evidence that staff monage behoviour by promoting 
positive, trusting relationships between themselves and 
young people. Specific reports referred to well hought out 
and oppropriate developmental approoches to specific 
behaviourol problems that involved firmly 

responsibility on the young people, and enabling them to 
learn from the consequences of their actions. Other 
commendable practices involved young people ogreeing the 
appropriate sanction for certain behoviours, keeping rules 
to o minimum, using negotiation rather than the imposition 
of rules ond o common sense opproach, particularly with 
adolescents. 

All centres, with one exception, had a written policy on the 
use of sanctions consistent with promoting the 
developmental needs of young people. Its use was recorded 
in separote records and monitored internally in the moiority 
of centres. In general sanctions were age-appropriate, 
reasonable, humane and deployed with moderation. 

Despite the high stondard achieved by the moiority of 
centres in relation to managing behaviour and the use of 
sanctions, six inspection reports noted particular concerns. 

Such concerns included an institutional opproach to the use 
of sanctions, inconsistency in the use of sonctions, an 
opprooch to behoviour management that was reoctive 
rather than proactive, young people being given inconsistent 

messages as to what constitutes unacceptable behoviour, 
ond staff feeling powerless to impose appropriate 
boundaries. 

Four of these inspection reports odditionally noted the use of 
sanctions that were inappropriate and should be prohibited. 
In three centres this included withdrawal of a story at 
bedtime for some children, which wns counter to bosic child 
core practice. A fourth centre permitted the withdrowol of 
home visits as a sanction even though this should only occur 
if justified by risks associoted with being at home. 
It is essential thot staff ore effective in the management of 

behaviour. Many children and young people in children's 
residential centres have difficult behoviour as a result of the 
relotionship disruptions ond traumas they hove encountered 
ond their experiences of their current core. In managing 

difficult behoviour staff should develop ways of identifying 
reasons for it and policies and proctice should reflect how 
the centre helps troubled children as well as manages their 
behaviour. 

This is a crucial standard as falling short moy force an entire 
service into crisis, cause further disruptions of relationships 
ond placements for children and undermine the good efforts 
of staff teams. 

6.1.5 Physical restraint 

Sixteen out of 19 inspection reports found that centres had 
o written policy stoting thot Therapeutic Crises Intervention 
(TCI) is the only acceptable method of restroint. In 
pracfice physical restraint is not used as a means of 
mongging behoviour in four centres. Commendably there 
was a general awareness omongst many of the centres thot 
TCI was not only obout physical restraint, but also obout de- 
escalation techniques, making sense of disruptive behoviour 
and preventative elements thot were of value to staff. 

Approximately two-thirds of inspection reports found thot 
physical restraint was used sparingly and oppropriotely, or 
not at all. Various concerns were noted however in relation 
to the remaining one-third of reports. Ten reports found that 
oll or the moiority of staff were trained in TCI. One report 
found no staff troined, and the remainder had between two 
and six staff troined in TCI. Of considerable concern was 
thot the three centres that hod the highest use of physical 
restroint hod very few members of staff troined in it. A fourth 
centre hod on escalating use of physical restraint over a 
period of one year where there was inodequote internal or 

externol monitoring of its use. Remaining recommendotions 
referred to deficits in recording and notification. 

Single separation, that is, isolating a young person in a 
room or area for a specified time, was used in two special 
care units. At the time of inspection these centres did not 
have written to inform proctice in the use of single 

separation. In one of the special core units inspectors were 
concerned to find the use of single separation listed as on 
acceptable sanction in the centre's policy document, rather 
than a measure that is only to be used to maintain the safety 
of the young people and stoff. The need for cleor guidelines 
and restrictions on the use of single separotion, cleor 
notification procedures, odequate internal and externol 
monitoring, ond recording systems thot facilitate 
occountobility were strongly recommended. The DoHC, in 
consultation with heolth board representatives ond the SSI, 
has recently developed notional guidelines on the use of 
single seporotion. These will assist boards in reaching high 
standards in this area. 
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6.1.6 Absence without authority 

Eighteen out of 19 inspection reports found written policies 

that provide guidelines for whot staff should do in relation to 
absences without authority. These specify the persons who 
should be contacted, including managers, and that o written 
record is made of eoch incident. They generally give 
guidance on how o young person i s  to be received back into 
the unit. In general staff understand and implement these 
policies. 

Two reports found no unauthorised absences, and 12 
reports found thot unauthorised obsences took ploce 
between one and 12 times, the average number of incidents 

being three over the yeor prior to inspection. The young 
people were generally only absent for a few hours, and in 
IWO cases for less than one hour. 

Four inspection reports noted high levels of recorded 
unouthorised absences (58,95, 105 and 793 incidents over 
the year prior to inspection). These figures are high, 
however inspectors considered them to be a reflection of 
recording practices. The definition of absence, leaving the 
centre without permission, ranged from a few minutes to 
more thon an hour, and instances were recorded even when 
the staff knew where the child or young person was, and 
hod few concerns. 

6.2 Safeguarding and child protection 

While there is a seporate standard on safeguarding and 
child protection inspectors are more confident about the 
safety of children and young people where boards ensure 
that staff are vetted, trained, supervised and supported. The 
safety of children and young people i s  further enhanced 
where their rights are respected, they have opportunities to 
meet with adults from outside the centre, and there are good 

systems far internal and external monitoring of standards. 
Significant gaps in all these matters hove been uncovered 
during this round of inspections. The comments about 
safeguarding and child protection must, therefore, be read 
in the context of these other findings. 

Good safeguarding practice was evident in 19 of the 22 
centres inspected, a most encouraging finding. It includes 
awareness on the part of core staff of the need to monitor 
eoch other's proctice and to discuss and/or report any 
concerns. Some defensive proctice was evident, that is, care 
workers working in a way thot has more to do with avoiding 
allegations of abuse thon with ensuring the safety of the 
children and young people. But this was found in only two 
centres and in each case was in response to a serious 
allegation made against a member of staff. More common 
was confusion and lack of clarity in relation to some 
safeguarding proctices. This points to the importance of 
clear policies and guidelines for staff especially in relation to 
issues such as appropriate professional boundaries. Just 

over half of the centres (1  2) hod child protection policies but 
only four had policies in relation to safeguarding. Some of 

the policies were inadequate. One was described os 
'seriously flawed' and another as 'in need of maior 
revision'. However, the absence or inadequacy of policy did 
not necessarily translate into unsafe practice. 

The threat to the safety of children and young people from 
peers was highlighted in the first SSI report. In two centres 
staff expressed concern for the welfare and safety of 
children and young people arising from the behaviour of o 
resident of the centre. In four other centres, young people 
reported bullying. Two of these centres had put in place 
strategies to deal with the problem. The others had an ad- 
hoc response to the bullying. Inspectors were concerned to 
find that such incidents, even when serious, were rarely seen 
as child protection issues as required under Children First, 
the national guidelines far the protection and welfare of 
children. 

In one~entre there was on unresolved allegation against a 
member of staff. In another an allegation hod been 
substaAtiated, and the matter had been deolt with 
oppropriotely, however assorted issues remained unresolved 
for the staff team. Inspectors found another centre where 
two allegations had been investigated and a decision made 
that they were unfounded but no record of the process of the 
investigation had been kept. It is vitally important that 
allegations of abuse are investigated promptly and that h e  
investigation and outcome are recorded. 

6.3 Education 

Reference: Table 16 

In previous years' inspections found that the standard on 
education was commendable. Education is clearly valued by 

the children and young people. Staff hove high expectations 
and provide the support and encouragement necessary for 
young people to rmlise their educational potential. This 
support i s  reflected in good school attendance and 
sustaining young people in school. To date, inspectors had 
not gathered academic attainments of young at state 

examinations, despite being aware of the good results of a 
small number of young people. However, given the 
importance of education in the future life of the young 
people inspectors are now including state examination 
achievements in overall census gathering. 

Table 16 represents all the young people of school going 
age, surveyed between September 1999 and July 2002. Of  
the 150 young people, 139 were receiving primary or post 
primary education, 10 had no school placement ond one 
was attending a training progromme. 
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Percentage Education Figures for Children 
under 15 years in Children's Residental Centres 

lnspected by the SSI between 1999 and July 2002 

Percentage Occupation Figures for Young People 

F- aged 15 - 18 in Children's Residential Centres 
lnspected by the SSI between 1999 and July 2002 
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Reference: Table 17 

Table 17 shows the occupation of young people aged 15 - 

18 years on o yearly basis over three years. Of the 86 
young people surveyed over this period, 62% were 

receiving educotion, 16% were in training, 7% were 
employed ond 15% were unemployed. While not perfect, 
these figures represent a consideroble achievement when 

compared with other core systems. It should be stoted that 
anecdotal reports from emergency ond hostel 
occommodotion not yet inspected indicate that it is not 
accompanied by the same educotional participation. 

In questionnaires, parents often stoted their satisfaction with 

their children's educational progress and the support 
provided by the centres. Likewise teochers highlighted close 
caoperotion between schools and centres. One teacher 
described an instance when a request was made for 
volunteersto do yard duty at the school, o member of the 
care staff took turns with parents. 

There were a number of examples of young people 
receiving additional tuition in the centre. In centres where 
this was not provided care stoff were confident that, i f  
necessary, resources would be made available. One centre 
provided a support teacher to ossist young people who, for 
a variety af reasons, hod experienced discontinuity in their 
educotion. 

This high standard in educational ottendance i s  reflected in 

the fact thot only one recommendation was mode. This 
concerned the need for an educational assessment for one 
young person who had no school placemznt and who was 
receiving individual tuition in the centre, Inspectors did, 
however, at times advise centres to involve parents more 
fully in the educotion and development of their children by 
sharing school reports and inviting them to attend school 
functions and meetings. 

6.4 Health 

Health care was provided to a high stondard with young 
people receiving medical, dental, ophthalmic and other 
special services as required. They received medical 
examinations on admission to care. They hod access to a 
doctor and at times remained registered with their family 
G.P. Where young people specified a mole or female 
doctor this was generally facilitated. 

Care records contain information on needs and medical 
appointments or treatments that have token ploce. The 
centres generally administered prescribed and non- 
prescribed medicotion and recorded this in on effective 
manner. Medicotion was stored securely. Porental 
permission was sought for medical treatment ond parents 
and sociol workers were informed of any heolth matters. 

While only a smoll number of G.P.'scontacted the 

inspectors, all who did were positive obout the 
and caring anitude of the staff towards the young people. 

A few centres did not satisfo~toril~ meet certain criteria. One 
delayed unocceptobly for six months before providing a 
medical examination for a newly admitted young child. Two 
centres did not store medication securely enough or 
effectively record the administration of medication. 

There were some good examples of centres providing 
advice and guidance in relation to health educotion, 
including hygiene, diet ond exercise, the effects of drug and 
alcohol misuse, and sexual health. However such guidance 
depended on the competence of individual staff members. 
Health education should be addressed in o more informed 
and structured manner. 

All but three centres operated o policy of no smoking. 
Inspectors were concerned to find that smoking was 

permiyd, subject to porentol permission, in two of them. In 
the third centre staff were to smoke in a room to 

which /he young people did not have access. Young people 
and stoff should not be allowed to smoke in health board 
centres. However some young people did smoke outside the 
centres with their parent's permission. In some cases 
reosonoble efforts were made to discourage this and 

encouraging young people who smoked to stop. 

6.5 Premises and safety 

6.5.1 Premises 

Accommodation was found for the most port to be in 
domestic type dwellings that were in a good state of repair 
and well furnished. This i s  important because nicely 

furnished, homely dwellings convey a powerful message of 
respect and concern to the young people who live in them. 

Two centres out of a total of 22 were unsuitable, but moved 
to more appropriate premises shortly aher inspection. Of 
the remainder, seven were considered to be too smoll. In 
these centres some of the young people had to share 
bedrooms, and others hod insufficient reception rooms for 
meeting with friends, family or professionals in private. 
Seven centres were inadequately furnished, and nine were 
in need of some repairs. Sixteen had good play and 
recreational facilities. Emergency repairs were in general 
carried out promptly but in twelve centres monagers 
complained of delays in non-urgent repairs. 

6.5.2 Safety: fire and safety oudits 

There were significant concerns in relation to safety in a 
number of the centres inspected even excluding the two 
centres that moved premises shortly after inspection. 



Inspectors were given copies of fire certificates or 

confirmation that the premises reoched fire certificotion 
standard in relation to only nine of the remaining 20 
centres. In many of the other 1 1  centres fire certificotes were 
applied for either as a consequence of inspection or for 
other reasons. Boards must pay much more attention to the 
issue of fire sofety Fire certification is a requirement of the 
Child Core Regulations 1995. 

There were safety statements for ten centres and sofety 
audits had been carried out i.n 14. It was a source of 

concern to inspectors thot some sofety issues 
identified in these audits had not received attention, in some 

cases many months after the audits had been carried out. 
While most of these concerned relatively minor issues, four 
centres had serious safety hozords had been identified but 
had not received attention. In 12 centres staff had received 
training in the use of fire sofety equipment and in the some 
number of centres regulor fire drills were carried out. 

The issue of safety in children's residential centres must be / 
made o top priority 
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7 .  W h a t  Y o u n g  P e o p l e  
T e l l  l n s p e c t o r s  

7.1 Introduction 

The most important activity of any inspection in the area of 
personal social services i s  to speak directly to those who 
experience the service. The inspection process aims to 

ensure that all children and young people are clearly 
informed obout an inspection and have opportunities to talk 
with inspectors. This chapter outlines how this happens and 
the responses given. Aspects of it overlap with Chapter 6 on 
finding%. 

7.2 Inspection process 

In on announced inspection, inspectors write directly and 
privately to all children and young people in advance and 
send them an explanatory brochure. Prior to the inspection, 
the inspector i s  ovailoble to answer any questions the 

children and young people may have. During the inspection 
all young people are invited to meet the inspectors alone, 
with other children or both. The same process tokes place 
during an unannounced inspection, with the exception of the 

prior notice. Meetings between children, young people and 
inspectors ore purely voluntary 

Although it is not always the most convenient location in 
which to conduct interviews and review records, inspectors 
base themselves in the children's residential centre for the 
inspection period. This gives the children on opportunity to 
become familiar with the inspectors. A minority of children 

and young people state that they do not want to talk formally 
to the inspectors and this is respected. However, by shoring 
mealtimes ond relaxation octivitiei, children and young 

people have an opportunity to talk to inspectors informally. 
lnspectors hove found that those reluctant to be interviewed 
formolly were happy to talk in a more informal setting. 

In all inspections undertoken less thon five young people 
chose not to speak to inspectors. Naturally the oge of o child 
or young person determines the range of subjects 
addressed. 

7.3 Staff concerns 

Occosionolly, inspectors found thot managers and stuff had 
concerns thot children and young people would give 
inspectors misleading information. Inspectors ore oll 
experienced professionals who have worked directly with 
children ond judgements are always informed by more thon 
one source of evidence. Over the yeors, inspectors have 

been impressed with the frank ond fair accounts that 

children ond young people give of their lives. Issues thot 
children draw to the attention of the inspectors are usually 
ones thot hove already been noted from other sources. 
Frequently, inspectors find thot young people ore loyal to 
their corers and ore positive obout their core. Complaints, 
when mode, are usually reasonable and o repetition of 
complaints already mode to their carers. When children and 

young people are negative obout their lives, inspectors 
usually find sound reasons for this. 

7.4 What inspectors ask children and young people 

/ 
Whot inspeftors and children discuss is guided in the main 
by the age', developmental stage, and willingness of the 
children to talk, lnspectors osk children obout their doily 
lives and children's rights. They ore osked to describe their 
doily routine, likes and dislikes, relotionships with friends, 
school, food, pocket money, octivities, clothes, privacy and 
rules and sanctions. They ore also osked obout their contact 
with their families and the centre's attitudes to this. 

Information is sought obout how birthdays and other special 
occasions ore celebrated as well as other normative aspects 
of doily living relative to children of their age and stage of 
development living in a family setting. With regard to 

children's rights, the young people ore asked obout how 
they ore consulted, whether they feel listened to, their 
knowledge of and occess to informotion obout themselves, 
and their understanding of o complaints system. They ore 

asked about their core plan, statutory review meetings and 
their future. lnspectors may also osk some children about 
issues particular to them, such as complaints or behavioural 

difficulties. All children and young people ore osked obout 
safeguarding issues. 

Although encouraged to give o rounded account of their 
lives, children and young people may focus on some 
subjects at the expense of others. The balance of emphasis 
is entirely up to them. 

7.5 Whot children and young people tell inspectors 

7.5.1 Doily living 

Children talk with greot openness obout the core staff thot 
work with them. They talk obout their key workers, ond 
occasionally their social workers, and where children and 
young people are positive obout their workers, they say they 
feel cored about, listened to, and ore treated as individuals. 



They give examples of primary care thot they experience as 

nurturing and fun. Where they ore negotive obout their 

corers, in o minority of instances, they soy the staff do not 

core obout them, are no fun, ore rule bound, unfair, ond 

core for them as a group and not as individuals. 

As with all children and young people, those living in 

residentiol centre were keen iudges of what i s  fair, normal 

and reasonable ond they commented on rules accordingly. 
Like children and young people living in fomilies they 

commented on rules obout bedtimes, going out and pocket 

money. Unlike children in fomilies they were also concerned 

by rules on restricted occess to snacks and institutional 

constraints on invitations from friends or visits to friends 

houses. Friends were often unoble to visit the young person's 

bedroom, thus affording little opportunity for privacy. Some 

boards had o policy of obtaining a Gordoi criminal check 

on the parents and adult children of friends with whom the 

young person i s  spending considerable time or staying 

overnight. 

As one might expect, children and young people 

commented on their clothes, and while all adolescents said 

they would like o greoter choice and more money to spend 

the maiority hod few complaints. The two oreas where 

complaints were mode related to the way clothes could be 

purchased. All children and young people complained if 
they were restricted to shopping in a named shop, or with a 

voucher (Fortunately, it was now rare for inspectors to find 

this practice). Some young people complained that they 

could never buy 'label' clothes or trainers. They felt this 

mode them different from their peers and subjected them to 

adverse comments. 

Not surprisingly, young people also commented on the 

experience of living in o group since most centres had more 

than one resident. They stated clearly if they think that some 

young people should not live there because of disruptive 

behoviour or o big age gap. 

Young people told inspectors reodily about their meols ond 

snacks. They were very appreciative of staff who provide a 

range of tasty meals, and liked voriety and choice. 
One young man told on inspector he liked meols that hod a 

proper name and gove examples of lasagne and curry. it 

seemed he was tired of meols that consisted of the 'meat ond 

two veg' variety. In general children and young people 

were involved in a range of activities outside the centre 

although outdoor activities were more readily available in 

centres based outside the maior cities. In these centres horse 
riding, swimming and outdoor pursuits were more common. 

Another main area explored with children and young 
people during inspections wos thot of privacy. All older 

children were conscious of privacy in relation to telephone 

colls, letters, visits and the ability to be alone. Though 

generally positive about privacy, young people were 

articulate where this was not the case. 

Children and young people were awore of their different 

status in relation to their friends. They were sometimes 

confused and upset by centre practices which made them 

different to their friends, when it came to arranging visits to 

each other, or invitations to birthday parties, or the value of 

birthday gifts to friends or staying overnight in o Friends 

house. For some children it seemed easier not to try to make 
friends outside the centre. 

7.5.2 Children's rights 

This topic has already been covered in chapter five. 

However, this section focuses on what children ond young 

people hod to soy. When asked about occess to informotion 

they talked firstly obout the centre ond routines, secondly 

obout information about themselves ond thirdly about their 

future. Where informotion was freely available and 

presented in on easily understood way children expressed 

high levels of satisfaction. A small number of centres had 

informotion booklets ovoiloble to children and young people 

on odmissioy Those outlined routines and explained the 

different roles of staff members. Most young people said 

they could see their daily dairies but there wos much 

confusion regarding occess to files. Access to information 

contained in core files wos on issue of greoter significonce 

than it may appear. Children ond young people were often 

poorly informed about the reasons they came into care or 

were transferred to the centre. Inspectors found thot centres 

where records were not shared led to young people saying 

they felt excluded. Helping children integrate past 

experiences and have confidence in their ability to influence 

their future were core care tosks. Sharing information 

showed young people thot aspects of these tasks are being 

attended to. 

Knowing what is going to hoppen helped young people 

cope with change, yet many young people, especially those 

preparing to leave core were often unsure of the plan. How 

often they could return for a visit, whether it could be on 

overnight, how much money they would have to live on and 

other important questions were not answered for many. 

Most children and young people told inspectors how they 

would go about making o complaint and identified an 
I S  WOS a appropriate person, usually the manager. Th' 

positive finding. However, there was much confusion in the 

process including when they would hear the outcome and 

whether they could appeal. Negative comments obout 

complaints nearly motched the positive ones, and indicated 
that there is more work to be done in this orea. However, 

when asked directly, the vast majority of children told 
inspectors they were safe and hod confidence in their 

corers. 

There was extremely positive feedback to inspectors 

regarding consultation. Young ~ e o p l e  said they were 

consulted, particularly in relation to daily routines. They olio 



soid they attended cose conferences and reviews. When 
children and young people said they were not consulted it 

related to more problematic issues of plans for their future 
including unplanned discharges and maior changes in living 
arrangements such os when o centre had to move location. 

7.6 Feedback to children and young people 

When an inspection report is published, inspectors send a 

short booklet to the children ond young people about the 
report. This booklet outlines the main points that the children 
brought up and any inspection finding or recommendations 
relating to these. It also includes a general comment from 
inspectors on what the report states and thanks the children 

for talking to inspectors. It refers the children to the manager 
i f  they wont to see the full inspection report. 

Reference: Tables 18 & 19 

The huo tables below are based on a sample of booklets sent 
to children in 25 centres following on inspection over the 
post three years. Under the different headings, the bar 
columns indicate the number of booklets that refer to the 
topic, and show by colour whether a positive or negative 
comment was mode. 
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25 r What Young People Say About their Lives (No. 1) 

Centre's work Filer Conrultafion Future School Information Friends 
with Families 1 

lhe headings represent topics dirwrred by children and ywng yople with inrprtorr 

.. . .  . . . 
This graph is based on 25 information booklets rent to children and young people in 

Children's Residential Centresfoliowing inspectifions by the 551 

25 7 What Young People Say About their Lives (No. 2) 

Staff Group Ruler Clothes Privacy Stigma Activiter 
6 

Food 
Living 

The headings represent topics dirtusred by children and young people with inrpectorr 

This graph is bared on 25 information booklets rent to children and young people 
in Children's Residential Centres following inrp&ionr by the 551 
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8 .  I n s p e c t i n g  S p e c i a l  
C a r e  U n i t s  

This chopter contoins some general comments regarding the 
provision of core in special core units (SCU), following on 
from detailed inspection findings in chapter four and five. 
SCUs ore estoblished for the purposes of detaining children 
and young people, and under the Children Act, 2001 
children and young people moy only be detained under a 
Special Care Order for their own welfore and sofety. It is the 
intention of the Act that Special Core Orders will not be 
granted unless the court i s  satisfied that all other meons of 
assisting the children and young people hove been tried. 

8.1 Special Care Units 

i 
In Octobe: 2002 two SCUs were open, with plans for a third 
in early 2003. The Children Act 2002, Section 16, when 
implemented, will require thot SCUs be certified by the 
Minister every three years. They will be inspected annually. 

SCUs offer a short-term secure programme of detention, 
core and intervention far children and young people whose 
behoviour puts them at serious risk of harm or iniury to 
themselves. To deprive a child or young person of his or her 
liberty is o very serious step. The purpose of the placement 
i s  to intervene sufficiently to decrease the risk to the child or 
young person, and so enable them move to on open setting 
where a longer term progromme of support and care can be 
provided. Children and young people should not have to go 
to SCUs to receive intensive and specialist help. This should 
be ovoilable to them in community settings. They should only 
be admitted if they ore a serious risk to themselves and are 

not willing or able to benefit from ossistonce in on open 
setting. 

8.2 Challenges for Special Core Units 

Children and young people appropriateiy placed in SCUs 
often present as challenging to staff. The aim of special care 
i s  to hold the child or young person for as short a period os 
possible in a secure environment, and to use this period to 
assist the child or young person to decrease their risk taking 
behoviour. 

The challenges ore substantial and twofold. The first is to 
ensure that the young person remains sofe and is no worse 
off on discharge than on odmission. Standards of 
monitoring, children's rights, monagement and staffing, 
single separation, restraint and fire safety and 
heolth and sofety are relevant to this area. The second 
challenge involves developing partnerships with referring 

agents and step dawn services. It involves identiking the 
issues thot brought the young person to the unit ond setting 
up progrommes to assist the young person in the long term. 
Planning, education, family contact, dealing with 

attachment, post traumas and obuse, discharge and 
post placement support ore all relevant here. 

Consequently, while a SCU will remoin on option of last 
resort, the unit has to position itself centrally, and not at the 
end of o continuum of services, in order to link the child or 

young person, as soon as possible, back to the community 
By the some token, services, which a child or young 
person in a SCU, must remain involved in for on 
early discharge and supporting the child on return to the 
community 

The question of safety and long-term needs should be 
addressed with the young person in on atmosphere of 
respect, individualised core and stimulating doy-to-doy 
programmes. lnspectors have found o particular test for the 
SCU is to keep children and young people sofe from their 
own often destructive behaviours while putting in place 

longer-term individual progrommes. A further test far staff i s  
the balance between physical security and controls in the 
unit whilst developing o gradual programme, based on risk 
assessments, of increasing independence of movement both 
inside and outside the unit. 

Inspectors found units thot were meeting standards had high 
quality external and internal monagement systems with 
ongoing monitoring arrangements, sufficient qualified staff 
and low staff turnover. Children's rights were enshrined in 
centre practices and sofety and welfare were to the fore. 

8.3 Care Planning 

Care was weak in the context of special core 
placements. Where there was evidence of a core plan, it 
often ended at placement in the SCU rather than using the 
unit as o 'calm haven' to allow the child or young person re- 
orient themselves to their original plan or goal. Care plans 
should hove realistic post options. These con be 
step down residential units, the placement from which the 
child came, special foster placements, home or others. 
Work should be undertoken with post plocement options as 
the young person i s  admitted to the SCU to enable joint 
setting to be made between the young person and the 
placement option. 



8.4 Access to child and adolescent psychiatric services 

Inspectors were seriously concerned to learn of the 
difficulties children and young people in SCUs hod in 

accessing specialist child ond adolescent psychiatric 
services. Such services were important for the assessment, 
advice, support and consultation that SCUs need in order to 
undertake their day-to-day work with this group of children. 
They were also vital to a smoll number of children whose 
placement in detention is specifically to deal with the 
consequences of disturbed behoviour. 

A line manager of o SCU aptly described a key task of 

special care as containing onxiety. Staff con only contain 
young people's anxieties if their own are relieved. This is 
accomplished by support from their managers and by 
external assistance in understanding the nature of difficult 
and destructive behaviour and in advising on management 
strategies. 

SCUs find,access generally to child and adolescent 
psychiatric syvices difficult however there was o crisis in 
obtaining such help for the 16 to 18 year olds, on issue 
unresolved since the legal age of children was raised to 18 
years. With this age ronge inspector have encountered 
some extremely vulnerable young people far whom o delay 
in access to services has seriously aggravated their 
difficulties. SSI recommended that health boards review this 
situation and work towards an early resolution. 

8.5 Care and continuity 

Inspectors are aware that, in many instances, the benefits of 
a SCU placement are diminished by the loss of continuity 
with a member of the care stoff either on admission to or 
discharge from the unit. It has also been noted that social 
workers have significant difficulties in securing post SCU 
placements for children and young people. SSI suggests 
that boards consider the possible benefits to the young 
person if a significant worker from the prior placement can 
became a temporary member of staff in the SCU, 
particularly if it is envisaged that the young person is to 
return to the centre. Alternatively, if o young person has 
developed a relationship with o worker in the SCU, it may 
help the step-down placement if this worker accompanies 
the young person for a hand over period, and i s  there to 
help contain the young person's anxiety on admission and 
the stoff team's onxiety on admitting a young person from a 
SCU. 

A further issue in the area of care and continuity i s  that of 
educotion. In all inspections of SCUs inspectors have been 
impressed by the quality of the relationship between the 
young person and the education fociliy provided on site. 
Many of the young people had previously hod poor 
relationships with school, been excluded or dropped out. 
For many, their new sense of educational accomplishment 

was a key benefit of a long placement in the SCU. If shorter 

placements detroct horn a positive educative experience, 
inspectors suggest that the option of young people 
continuing their educotion in the SCU until the end of the 

academic year fallowing discharge be considered. The 
bosis of this option is determined on the distance between 
the new placement and the SCU. 
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9 .  R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s :  
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

9. I Level of implementation of recommendotions 

The SSI publishes its reports independently and the DoHC 
follows up the implementation of recommendotions with the 
heolth boards. SSI assists the DoHC in this task by reviewing 
the health boards' actions in response to recommendotions. 
Lost year's Annuol Report stoted thot the rate of response 

was low. A new follow-up system was put in place and the 
response rote for all inspection reports has improved 
considerably. 

Forly seven of the 54 reports published on centres inspected 
up to July 2002, required o response to the DoHC by July. 
The other seven reports were still in draft form or were 
recently (iublished and the boards hod not had on 
opportuni$ to study them sufficiently to respond. In 24 
coses, sotisfactory written responses by the heolth boards 
meant thot no further action wos required. Seven more 
required no further oction since they had either closed or 
were to be re-inspected. In 12 coses, implementation of 
recommendations was ot varying stages and in four 
instances no responses had been mode by July 2002. 

The inspectorate i s  pleased to see that boards reported that 

a n d  T y p e  

approximately half of the inspection reports' 
recommendations hod been implemented in full. In those 
responses where not all recomrnendotions are implemented, 
some represent nearly full compliance whilst others require 
considerable work. SSI is owore that in many instances 
written responses indicate intentions and plans for action. 
There may be instances where, for whatever reason, plons 
do not materiolise. Should the DoHC and the SSI become 
aware thot inspection recommendotions hove not being 
implemented they will review the recommendation follow-up 
process. Inspection has the dual goal of stating findings 
against agreed standards and, in the interest of improving 
stondards, ensuring thot all recommendotions ore 
implemented. 

9.2 Type of recommendations 

Over the past year the SSI undertook an analysis of types of 
recommendations mode for all inspections. The repetition of 
some recommendotions onrocts attention. However, new 
centres are inspected so repetitions does not rneon thot 
previous recommendotions hove not been oddressed, but 
that the some deficits are presenting. There i s  on 

Percentage of Recommendations Made  Each Year since 1999 
under t h e  Nat ional  Standards fo r  Children's Residential Centres 

30% 

2. 3 4, 5 .  6 .  8. 9. 10. 
Purpore Managemem Nloniforiog Childien'r PlzlnningFo8 Careot Safeguarding Education Health Premises 

&Function & Staffins Riahtr Children B Youno Peoole & Chlld h Safefv 

Nadonal Standardr for Children'r Residential Centres 
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expectation that boards will generahe recommendations 

from their inspected centres to those centres awaiting 
inspection. This is particularly the case with standords where 
the health board plays a central role, such as those referring 
to fire, health and safety and staff vetting. 

92 .1  Children's Residentiol Centres: recommendations 

Reference: Tables 20 8. 21 

Table 20 shaws the percentage of recommendations mode 
under every standard in the National Standards for 
Children's Residential Centres for each of the three 
inspection yedrs. A feature of this table is the internal 
consistency atross the three years of the levels of 
 recommendation^ for each standard. As can be seen from 
the table, the two standards that attracted the highest 
number of recommendations are those concerning planning 
for children and management and stoffing. Standards with 
a greater number of criteria are likely to hove more 
recommendations attached to them. Monitoring, a standard 
with only one criterion, has attracted recommendations 
since the inspectorate was established. Education has the 
lowest number of recommendations, as is in keeping with 
the general findings in this area. 

9.2.2 Speciol Core Units: recommendations 

Reference: Tables 22 & 23 

Table 22 refers to recommendotions mode over o three year 
period following inspections of SCUs and special 
arrangements where a child was held under a High Court 
detention order Of the seven standards in the last inspection 
year, planning for young people attracted the greatest 
number of recommendations, followed by monitoring and 
issues related to management and staffing. A breakdown of 
the three years shaws overall consistency amongst the 
recommendations over the years except for the standard on 
care of young people, where the level of recommendotions 
decreased significantly and far monitoring, where it this 
year it increased. 

These tables give an overall picture of the recommendations 
made. They do not distinguish between recommendations 
made as a result of serious Raws in a service or concerns 
about children's safety and those that recommend 
improvements in a service that is satisfactory overall. 
Readers seeking to understand these differences should refer 
to individual published reports. 
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